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The Little Prince Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Who were the prototypes of the main characters of fairy tale – the Prince and the pilot, who landed the
plane in the desert?

Exupery in his childhood, adult Exupery

Brother of Exupery, adult Exupery

Exupery in his childhood, father of Exupery

2. How did the Little Prince come to Earth?

He came from another planet

He came from nowhere

He came from another universe
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3. What picture impressed small Antoine so much that he decided to paint his own drawing?

A big snake – boa, was swallowing a beast

A big snake- boa, was swallowing an elephant

A sleeping boa which was digesting a whole swallowed raven

4. What did adults advise when they saw the drawing of six years old Antoine “Boa swallowed an elephant"?

They advise to draw and paint, developing his skills

They advise not to draw snakes either outside or inside, and be more interested in geography, history,
arithmetic and spelling
They advise to draw boa again and make it more believable

5. According the pilot, what was the asteroid the Prince came from?

Asteriod B-612

Asteriod B-677

Asteroid S-677

6. When the Prince met the pilot in dessert, what did he ask the pilot to draw?

A cap for the rose

A box with little holes

A lamb

7. How was the Little Prince looking after the Rose?

He took the bow with holes and covered the rose at night and watered it with cold water when it was hot

He fed it with the best fertilizers and protected from the baobabs

He watered it and protected from the wind, covered with glass cap

8. What terrible plants grew on the Little Prince’s planet and threatened its existence, if you gave them free?

Rosebushes

Radish

Baobabs

9. How did the Little Prince tamed the fox?
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He put it in the box with holes and looked after it

He fed it and play with the fox everyday

He came to the fox and each day sat down nearer to it

10. How was the Little Prince looking after his planet?

He watered flowers and opened ground every day

He cleaned his volcanoes every day and cut out baobab sprouts

He swept the roads and planted rose bushes, so that they did not allow baobabs to grow
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The Little Prince Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Who were the prototypes of the main characters of fairy tale – the Prince and the pilot, who landed
the plane in the desert?
  Exupery in his childhood, adult Exupery
  2. How did the Little Prince come to Earth?
  He came from another planet
  3. What picture impressed small Antoine so much that he decided to paint his own drawing?
  A big snake – boa, was swallowing a beast
  4. What did adults advise when they saw the drawing of six years old Antoine “Boa swallowed an
elephant"?
  They advise not to draw snakes either outside or inside, and be more interested in geography, history,
arithmetic and spelling
  5. According the pilot, what was the asteroid the Prince came from?
  Asteriod B-612
  6. When the Prince met the pilot in dessert, what did he ask the pilot to draw?
  A lamb
  7. How was the Little Prince looking after the Rose?
  He watered it and protected from the wind, covered with glass cap
  8. What terrible plants grew on the Little Prince’s planet and threatened its existence, if you gave
them free?
  Baobabs
  9. How did the Little Prince tamed the fox?
  He came to the fox and each day sat down nearer to it
  10. How was the Little Prince looking after his planet?
  He cleaned his volcanoes every day and cut out baobab sprouts
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